
EE 290 Theory of Multi-armed Bandits and Reinforcement Learning Lecture 24 - 4/15/2021

Lectures 23-24: Importance Sampling, Doubly Robust Estimator
Lecturer: Jiantao Jiao Scribe: Arnaud Fickinger, Bryan Chen, Chih-Yuan Chiu

1 Agenda

• Introduction to importance sampling which is a key concept in reinforcement learning (RL).

• Presenting the Doubly Robust Estimator for importance sampling, which is robust with respect to the

ratio ρ(x, a) := π(x,a)
πb(x,a)

between the target policy π and the behavior policy πb, and a given estimator

Q̂(x, a) (with Q̂ : X ×A → R).

• Application of the Doubly Robust Estimator to RL.

• Presenting the per-step IS estimator, which allows us to generalize the doubly robust estimator to the
multi-step RL setting.

• Introduction to Policy Gradients, a family of RL algorithms that parameterizes the policy and optimizes
it with respect to the target objective directly.

We introduce importance sampling as the main building block for offline policy evaluation. Our discussion
follows [1] but uses slightly different, and more succinct notation. Some discussions of importance weighting
and importance sampling in [2] may also be relevant.

2 Importance Sampling in Statistics

Importance Sampling is a simple yet powerful tool to build low-variance estimators in Statistics. Concretely,
suppose we want to estimate the following quantity:

Ep [f(X)]

By the law of large numbers, we can estimate this quantity with i.i.d. samples X1, ..., Xn from p:

Ep [f(X)] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

f(Xi), X1, ..., Xn ∼ p

In some cases, the variance of this estimate might be too high to get the desired confidence interval with
a reasonable amount of sample, for example when the density of p is very small where |f | is large. The
solution is to sample with another distribution q more suited to f and to multiply by the likelihood ratio

ρ(x) = p(x)
q(x) to get an unbiased estimator:

Ep [f(X)] ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

ρ(Xi)f(Xi), X1, ..., Xn ∼ q

3 Importance Sampling in RL

In RL, we use the same idea as Importance Sampling in Statistics but for another reason: we want to
estimate Jπ without the possibility of sampling from π. Concretely, consider a simplified RL setting:
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Definition 1 (Contextual Bandit). A contextual bandit is a tuple (X,A,R, d0) where:

X is the context space

A is a discrete action space

R : X ×A→ ∆[0, 1] maps context-action pairs to reward distribution

d0 ∈ ∆X is the context distribution

Suppose that we want to estimate the performance of a policy π : X → ∆A in this contextual bandit:

Eπ,d0,R(r)

but we have only access to samples (x, a, r) from another behavioral policy πb. Then we can build the
following unbiased estimator:

Eπ,d0,R(r) ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

π(ai|xi)d0(xi)R(ri|xi, ai)
πb(ai|xi)d0(xi)d0(xi)R(ri|xi, ai)

, (xi, ai, ri) ∼ πb

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

ρ(xi, ai)ri, (xi, ai, ri) ∼ πb

where ρ(x, a) = π(a|x)
πb(a|x)

While this estimator is clearly unbiased, we show that the variance can be high. Consider a contextual
bandit with constant deterministic reward R = 1, uniform behavioral policy πb(·|x) = U(A)∀x ∈ X, and
deterministic policy π(a|x) = 1(a = π(x)), where 1 denotes the (probability) indicator function. Then the
variance of the estimator is:

V ar

(
1

n

∑
i

A1(ai = π(xi)

)
=

1

n
V ar(A1(a = π(x)))

=
1

n
A2(E(1(a = π(x))2)− E(1(a = π(x)))2)

=
1

n
A2

(
1

A
− 1

A2

)

=
A− 1

n

Remark Since we have bounded the variance, we can use Bernstein’s inequality instead of Hoeffding’s to
save a factor of

√
A when proving concentration for the IS estimator.

4 Doubly Robust Estimator

Even when r is constant, deterministic, and equal to one, we have seen that the variance is not zero. A
simple solution is to change the normalization:

1∑n
i=1 ρ(xi, ai)

n∑
i=1

ρ(xi, ai)ri, (xi, ai, ri) ∼ πb

It leads to a variance of zero in the case of the deterministic and constant reward. This estimate is biased
in general. We introduce the doubly robust estimator, which seeks to resolve this issue.
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Let X and A denote the state space and action space of an MDP, respectively. Suppose we are given
a reward function estimate Q̂ : X × A → R, for which we believe that Q̂(x, a) = E[r|x, a]. We define the
doubly robust estimator as:

f(x, a, r) := Ea′∼π[Q̂(x, a′)] + ρ(x, a) · (r − Q̂(x, a)).

The final estimator we will use consists of the empirical average of the doubly robust operator, i.e.:

1

n
f(xi, ai, ri),

with (xi, ai, ri) drawn i.i.d.
Note that the doubly robust estimator is unbiased, since:

E(x,a,r)∼d0(x)·πb(a|x)·R(x,a)

[
f(x, a, r)

]
= Eπb [ρ(x, a) · r] + Eπb

[
Ea′∼π

[
Q̂(x, a′)

]
− ρ(x, a) · Q̂(x, a)

]
= Eπb

[
π(a|x)

πb(a|x)
· r

]
+ Eπb

[
Ea′∼π

[
Q̂(x, a′)

]
− π(a|x)

πb(a|x)
· Q̂(x, a)

]
= Eπ[r] + 0,

where the final equality follows, intuitively speaking, from the fact that multiplication by ρ(x, a) transforms
expectations over πb to expectations over π.

5 Application to Reinforcement Learning

Consider a discounted fixed horizon MDP with initial state d0, finite horizon H, discounting factor γ ∈ (0, 1),
and data drawn from distribution πb. The goal is to estimate the value (return) under the known policy π.
Let p denote the joint distribution over the trajectory τ := (s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2, · · · , sH , aH , rH) induced by
the policy π, and similarly, let q denote the joint distribution over the trajectory induced by the policy πb.
Observe that:

p(τ)

q(τ)
=

d0(s1) · π(a1|s1)R(r1|s1, a1)p(s2|s1, a1) · · · · · π(aH |sH)R(rH |sH , aH)

d0(s1) · πb(a1|s1)R(r1|s1, a1)p(s2|s1, a1) · · · · · πb(aH |sH)R(rH |sH , aH)

=

H∏
h′=1

π(ah′ |sh′)
πb(ah′ |sh′)

Thus, if we define:

ρh′(sh′ , ah′) := π(ah′ |sh′)/πb(ah′ |sh′), ∀h′ ∈ [H] := {1, · · · , H},

ρ1:h :=

h∏
h′=1

ρh′(sh′ , ah′), ∀h ∈ [H],

then the importance sampling estimator is given by:

J(π) = Eτ∼p

[
H∑
h=1

γh−1rh

]
= Eτ∼q

[
p(τ)

q(τ)
·
H∑
h=1

γh−1rh

]

= Eπb

[
ρ1:H ·

H∑
h=1

γh−1rh

]
.
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5.1 Per-step IS

The previous estimator can be improved by noticing that for the reward at a particular step, rh, the actions
in the future ah+1:H do not affect it. Thus we introduce the per-step IS estimator:

H∑
h=1

γh−1ρ1:hrh (1)

As shown, we only need to multiply each reward with the cumulative importance ratio up to its timestep,
rather than the entire trajectory. It maintains its unbiasedness property, as will be verified in the next
section.

The per-step IS estimator is useful due to its ability to be re-expressed as bandit IS through a recursive
form. Define v0 := 0, and:

vH−h+1 := ρh(rh + γvH−h) (2)

Intuitively, this recursion begins with the value at v0 := 0, then from v0 builds v1 = ρH(rH + γ ∗ 0) = ρHrH ,
then from v1 builds v2 = ρH−1(rH−1 + γρHrH), and so on. Thus, vH is exactly equal to the per-step IS
estimator we defined before.

We can verify the unbiasedness of vH using an inductive proof: assume that vH−h is an unbiased estimate
of V π(sh+1). The base case starts with h = H and holds trivially as v0 = 0 and there are no more steps
to be taken. Then, our assumption implies that rh + γvH−h is an unbiased estimate of Qπ(sh, ah) where
(sh, ah) is observed in the data. Now we can interpret any step h as a bandit problem: sh is the context, ah
is an arm selected by the policy πb, and the reward observed is rh + γvH−h with mean Qπ(sh, ah). Clearly,
the unbiased bandit IS estimator for Qπ(sh, π) = V π(sh) is exactly ρh(rh + γvH−h) = vH−(h−1), verifying
that the induction holds.

Now that we have the unbiased bandit IS estimator, we can directly apply the doubly robust ideas from
the previous section, giving us the following DR estimator in the multi-step setting:

vDRH−h+1 := Ea∼π[Q̂π(sh, a] + ρh

(
rh + γvDRH−h − Q̂π(sh, ah)

)
(3)

where Q̂π is naturally the estimated Q-value function.
In general, the variance of the per-step IS estimator also satisfies a recursion, which allows us to analyze

it further. Let Eh[·] and Vh[·] be the conditional expectation and variance respectively, each conditioned on
the trajectory up to the current timestep s1, a1, r1, ...sh−1, ah−1, rh−1. Then we have:

Vh[vH−h+1] = Eh[v2H−h+1]− (Eh[vH−h+1])2 (4)

= Eh[v2H−h+1]− (Eh[V π(sh)])2 (5)

= Eh[(ρhQ
π(sh, ah) + ρh(rh + γvH−h −Qπ(sh, ah)))2]− (Eh[V π(sh)])2 (6)

= Eh[(ρhQ
π(sh, ah))2] + Eh[ρ2h(rh + γvH−h −Qπ(sh, ah))2]− (Eh[V π(sh)])2 (7)

= Eh[(V π(sh) + ρhQ
π(sh, ah)− V π(sh))2] + γ2Eh[ρ2h(vH−h − V π(sh+1))2]− (Eh[V π(sh)])2

(8)

= Eh[V π(sh)2] + Eh[Vh[ρhQ
π(sh, ah)|sh]] + γ2Eh[ρ2hVh+1[vH−h]]− (Eh[V π(sh)])2 (9)

= Vh[V π(sh)] + Eh[Vh[ρhQ
π(sh, ah)|sh]] + γ2Eh[ρ2hVh+1[vH−h]] (10)

A special case of this when πb = π and the policy is deterministic leads to the Bellman equation for
variance:

Vh[vH−h+1] = Vh[V π(sh)] + γ2Eh[Vh+1[vH−h]] (11)

Expanding this recursion gives us

V[vH ] =

H∑
h=1

γ2(h−1)Esh−1∼dπh−1,ah−1∼π[Vsh∼P (sh−1,ah−1)[V
π(sh)]] (12)
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Intuitively, what this expression tells us is that the variance of the (on-policy) MC estimate of the return
is given by the variance of the value function with respect to the transition dynamics, averaged over the
distribution over states and actions induced by the policy π. At a high level, such an expression is common
in the analysis of tabular methods that derive concentration bounds. An immediate insight is that using
Hoeffding’s inequality would assume maximum variance for each transition; however, since vH is the MC
estimate of return, such worst-case variance cannot occur throughout the entire state/action space, and using
Bernstein’s inequality would lead to much tighter bounds.

6 Policy Gradient

Policy gradient (PG) methods are among the most commonly used algorithms in practice for RL. In this
setting, we choose to parameterize the policy and optimize it with respect to the objective directly. To
make this precise, suppose that we have a class of stochastic policies Π = {πθ : θ ∈ Θ}, so that πθ(a|s)
is differentiable with respect to θ for all state action pairs (s, a) ∈ S × A. The general idea is to sample
trajectories using πθ, using them to estimate the gradient with respect to the objective and perform gradient
ascent to find a local (sometimes global) maximum.

The most basic PG method, REINFORCE, is based on a fundamental result known as the Policy Gradient
Theorem. Intuitively, it states that the gradient can be estimated from samples without a model of the
environment. Continuing the notation from earlier, let the objective be the expected discounted sum of
rewards following a policy:

R(τ) =

H∑
h=1

γh−1rh (13)

J(πθ) = Eτ∼πθ [R(τ)] (14)

Then, dropping θ for notational convenience, we have:

∇J(π) =
∑
τ

R(τ)∇Pπ(τ) =
∑
τ

R(τ)Pπ(τ)∇ log(Pπ(τ)) (15)

=
∑
τ

R(τ)Pπ(τ)∇ log(d0(s1)π(a1|s1)P (s2|s1, a1)...π(aH |sH)) (16)

=
∑
τ

R(τ)Pπ(τ)∇

(
log(µ(s1) +

H∑
h=1

log π(ah|sh) +

H−1∑
h=1

logP (sh+1|sh, ah)

)
(17)

=
∑
τ

R(τ)Pπ(τ)∇

(
H∑
h=1

log π(ah|sh)

)
= Eτ∼π[R(τ)

H∑
h=1

∇ log π(ah|sh)] (18)

The first line follows from the log-derivative trick, which is from basic calculus (∇x = x∇ log x). Then, we
use that the log of products is the sum of logs, and simplify.

One issue of PG methods is that the variance of the gradient estimates are high. There are two immediate
ways to estimate gradients with lower variance. First, similar to before, we can express a per-step form of
the theorem, defining dπ as the normalized state occupancy of π from the initial distribution d0:

∇J(π) =
1

1− γ
E(s,a)∼dπ [Qπ(s, a)∇ log π(a|s)] (19)

It is straightforward to use this in practice: first, generate a trajectory with π; pick a time step h with
probability proportional to γh; then compute ∇ log π(ah|sh)

∑H
s=1 γ

s−hrh, which would present an unbiased
estimate of the policy gradient.

Finally, we can directly reduce the variance in the policy gradient estimates through the use of a baseline
function. The key is the following observation: for any state s, we have that

Ea∼π(s)[∇ log π(a|s)] =
∑
a∈A
∇π(a|s) = ∇

∑
a∈A

π(a|s) = 0
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Thus, we can modify the policy gradient with any state-dependent function f : S 7→ R without changing its
unbiasedness property as follows:

∇J(π) =
1

1− γ
E(s,a)∼dπ [∇ log π(a|s)(Qπ(s, a)− f(s))]

In practice, it is common to choose the value function V π as the baseline function. Note that V π is unknown
and must be estimated as well. In general, utilizing an estimate of the value function along with policy based
method is part of a family of methods known as ”actor-critic”: the policy is the ”actor” and the value is the
”critic”. For example, one might estimate Qπ instead of using the rollouts to further reduce variance at the
cost of losing the unbiasedness property of the gradient estimate.
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